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computer games, 370, 386; contiguity principle, 90–91; Excel course development for e-learning initiative, 68–69, 85; HR’s sexual harassment online mini-course, 49–50, 62–63; maximizing benefits of practice, 266–267, 288; modality principle on using audio, 114–115; personalization and embodiment principles, 180–181; 197–198; redundancy principle on using either audio or text with visuals, 132–133, 145–146; segmenting and pretraining principles, 202–203, 215–216; Thrifty Savings and Loan’s technology-centered approach, 30–31, 44–45; worked examples, 240, 261. See also Scenarios
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E-course design guidelines: applying the evidence-based guidelines to e-courses, 391–396; e-lesson guidelines checklist, 396; effect sizes for each of the principles, 393–396; in a nutshell, 392–393; review of the asynchronous Excel lesson using, 401–405; review of the automotive troubleshooting simulation, 409–411; review of the synchronous Excel lesson using, 406–408; a summary of the, 397–401
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E-learning: building thinking skills through, 341–364; definition of, 7; early versions of, 11–12; engagement in, 219–234; forms and features of, 8; learning in, 24; leveraging worked examples in, 239–262; the pitfalls of, 18–19; the promises of, 14–18; reflections on past predictions about, 411–413; the what, how, and why of, 8–11. See also Asynchronous e-learning; Multimedia lessons; Synchronous e-learning
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(Clark and Mayer), 11, 14, 239, 293


E-learning goals: inform, 19–20; perform, 19–20

E-learning pitfalls: 1: too much of a good thing, 18; 2: not enough of a good thing, 18; 3: losing sight of the goal, 18–19; 4: discovery learning, 19


E-lessons (what to look for): building thinking skills, 363–364; coherence principle on avoiding extraneous material, 174; collaborative learning, 311–312; computer games, 387; contiguity principle, 109–110; dominant architecture of, 24; engagement in learning, 234; evidence-
based criteria for selecting e-lessons, 63; formal versus informal introductions compared in research study, 185ff; guidelines checklist for, 396–401; learner control, 336–337; modality principle for use of audio, 128; multimedia principle on using words and visuals for instruction, 85–86; personalization and embodiment principles, 198; practice opportunities, 288–289; redundancy principle, 146; unique features of e-learning, 24; when making theory-based choices for course design, 45; worked examples, 261. See also specific lesson
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_Educational Psychology Review, _60

Ego feedback, 278, 279t

Electro-mechanical principles lesson, 221ff

 Embodiment principle: design dilemma and solution on, 180ff–181ff, 197–198; design importance of the, 179–180; implications for e-learning, 196–197; on pedagogical agents, 180ff; 190–193ff; on using effective on-screen coaches to promote learning, 189–197; what we don’t know about, 197

Enacting learning strategy, 222t

Engagement: behavioral, 16, 21t, 219–234; collaborative observations of skill tutoring, 228–229; description of, 221–223; design dilemma and solution of, 220, 234; eight generative learning strategies for, 222t–233; four quadrants of the engagement grid, 223ff–224, 267ff–268; leading to generative processing, 226–232; a new view of, 233; psychological, 16, 219–234; three e-learning architectures and, 21t. See also Learners
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English-as-a-second language learners: evidence supporting redundant on-screen-text for, 143–144; screenshot from narrated video with and without subtitles for, 144ff
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Essential overload: instructional design issue of, 37–38t; sequencing to minimize, 206; techniques for minimizing, 38–39t

Evidence-based guidelines: applied to e-courses, 391–396; effect sizes for each of the principles, 393r–396; in a nutshell, 392–393; review of the asynchronous Excel lesson using, 401–405ff; review of the automotive troubleshooting simulation, 409ff–411ff; review of the synchronous Excel lesson using, 406ff–408ff; a summary of the e-learning, 397e–401e

Evidence based practice: description of, 50–51; design dilemma and solution on, 49–50, 62–63; practical versus theoretical research on, 61ff–62; research on instructional effectiveness, 51r–60; what we don’t know about, 62

Excel lessons: graphics first draft, 68ff; graphics revision with visual and words, 70ff; pretraining to teach formula format before procedure, 210ff; review of the small business asynchronous, 401–405ff; review of the synchronous, 406ff–408ff; screen capture from asynchronous, 9ff; screen capture from synchronous, 10ff; a screen to add interest to the, 152ff–153; sequencing how to construct a formula in, 204, 205ff; sequencing the, 202ff–203, 215–216; spreadsheet concepts explained using extensive text, 154ff; spreadsheet concepts explained using lean text and relevant visual, 155ff; storyboard applying the contiguity principle for, 109ff; storyboard first draft for, 91ff; visual described by on-screen text, 115ff; visual described by on-screen text and narration, 132ff–133; visual explained by one-screen text when audio off is selected, 146ff. See also E-lessons (what to look up)

Exercises: error of presenting directions separate from the, 97ff; practice directions provided in on-screen text in virtual session, 118ff. See also Practice exercises

Experiment research method, 53t

Expertise: adaptive, 344r–345; problem-focused instruction and acceleration of, 358; scenarios used to accelerate, 17ff; Sherlock computer-coached practice environment and accelerated, 360–361

Expertise reversal effect, 80–81
Explanatory feedback: description of, 276; evidence for learning benefits, 277–278; two examples of, 276f–277f
Extrinsic audio: avoid e-lessons with, 168–169; evidence for omitting, 170–172; psychological reasons to avoid, 170
Extraneous cognitive processing, 37
Extraneous graphics: avoid e-lessons with, 159–161; evidence for omitting those added for interest, 162–165; evidence for using simpler visuals, 165f–167; irrelevant graphics added as emotional design, 167–168; psychological reasons to avoid, 161–162
Extraneous overload: coherence principle applied to avoid, 151–174; instructional design issue of, 37, 38t; overloading visual channel with graphics explained by audio and text, 136f; techniques for minimizing, 38–39t
Extraneous words: avoid e-lessons with, 153–155; evidence for omitting added for technical depth, 159; evidence for omitting extraneous words added to expand key ideas, 158f–159; evidence for omitting words added for interest, 156–157; psychological reasons to avoid, 155
Eye-tracking studies: on best integration of text and visual, 102f; showing different attention patterns in visuals, 54t–55; supporting modality principle, 124
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Face-to-face learning: advantages of e-learning over, 14–15; distribution of effect sizes of e-learning vs., 13f; percentage of learning hours available via e-learning and, 15f
Factorial experiment research method, 53t
Far transfer guidelines: 1: use varied context worked examples, 257f; 2: include self-explanation questions, 258; 3: require active comparison of varied context examples, 258–259f
Far transfer (strategic) learning: description of, 343–344; 397t; design guidelines for worked examples, 256–259f; perform goals for, 19t, 20
Feedback: assigning guided peer feedback as practice exercise, 280–281; explanatory, 276f–278f; four types or categories of, 278–279; given for incorrect responses to problem-focused instructions, 357–358, 359f; ineffective vs. effective placement of, 96f; providing auditory feedback for visual tasks, 279; providing effective practice exercise, 275–281; providing step-by-step feedback when steps are interdependent, 279–280; tips for providing, 281
Formal language: formal approach that omits the agent and uses more, 181f; formal vs. informal lesson introductions compared in research study, 183f; passive voice leading to a more formal tone and, 182f
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Gamification: cognitive consequences research on, 371t, 3/3/–381f; features that improve learning effectiveness of, 372f–377; learning through, 17–18; media comparison research on, 12, 371t, 382f–385t; value-added research on, 369–370, 371t, 5/2–5/3
Generative cognitive processing, 37
Generative learning strategies: drawing, 222t, 227–228; enacting, 222t; imagining, 222t; mapping, 222t; self-explaining, 222t; 231–232, 245, 249–252, 258, 374–375f; self-testing, 222t; summarizing, 222t, 225f; teaching, 222t, 228–231f; what we don’t know about, 233. See also Learning
Generative underutilization: instructional design issue of, 38t; techniques for minimizing, 38–39t
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Graphic examples: balancing visual and auditory content with narration and graphics, 120f; better understanding from simple vs. anatomically correct visual, 165f; contiguity principle on embedded printed words with printed graphics, 90–109f; a decorative graphic that does not improve learning, 71f; evidence for using words and graphics, 77f; Excel course first draft, 68f; Excel course revision with visuals and words, 70f; graphics explained using audio alone, 134f; graphics explained using identical text and audio narration, 134f; interesting but unrelated graphics added...
to lightning lesson, 163fg; learning from schematic animations vs. video-recorded visuals, 166fg; overloading visual channel with presentation of text and graphics, 120fg; relational graphic, 73t; standard and enhanced graphics for virus lesson, 168fg; transformational graphic, 73fg; ways in which learning is promoted by graphics, 74fg–75fg. See also specific lesson
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Graphs: animations used as interpretive, 83–84; avoiding extraneous, 159–168fg; changing static illustrations into animations, 81–84; engagement through relevant, 226–227fg; error of using a legend to indicate parts of a, 98; evidence for using words and, 77fg–80; how learners often misjudge the value of, 79–80; modality principle on using audio/verbal with, 113–128; multimedia principle on including both words and, 70fg–74, 113–128, 254fg–255, 285–286, 376fg; overloading visual channel with presentation of text and, 120fg; the reasons for using both words and, 71; redundancy principle on using either audio or text to explain, 131–146fg; relational, 72, 73t; selecting ones that support learning, 72–74; transformational, 72, 73t; ways in which learning is promoted by, 74fg–75fg; weeding out unnecessary, 151
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Imagining learning strategy, 222t
Information: how visual convey information, 69; information acquisition theory on using multiple ways to present, 135; methods for directing selection of important, 40; multimedia principle on including words and graphics to convey, 70fg–74; need to exclude interesting but irrelevant-to-learning, 160fg; organizing words and images, 35fg, 36, 43; selecting words and images, 35fg, 36, 43; visual clues helping learners find important lesson, 41fg
Information acquisition: implications for designing instructional programs, 34; learning metaphor of, 33, 34r–35
Information acquisition theory, 135
Institute of Education Sciences, 79
Instruction: definition and purpose of, 33; limitations of human cognitive system for, 18; media comparison studies on computer vs. conventional, 12, 371t, 382, 382fg–385t; wall of words approach to, 18
Instructional control, 319
Instructional delivery technology: comparison and trade-offs of different media for, 13–14; electronic distance learning vs. face-to-face instruction, 12–13fg; origins and early development of, 11–12
Instructional design: essential overload issue of, 37–39t, 206; extraneous overload issue of, 37, 38r–39t, 136fg; generative underutilization issue of, 38r–39t; guiding transformation from working memory to long-term memory, 39–44; learning as the result of instructional methods and, 13–14; minimizing cognitive overload to facilitate learning, 38–39t, 43. See also E-course design
Instructional effectiveness: description and focus on, 51; design dilemma and solution on, 49–50, 62–63; practical versus theoretical research on, 61fg–62; research on, 51t–60
Instructional effectiveness research: boundary conditions in experimental
comparisons of, 60; criteria of good experimental comparisons, 55–57; different research methods, 53–55; eye-tracking data showing different attention patterns in visuals, 54–55; how to identify relevant, 59–60; interpreting research statistics on, 57–59; practical versus theoretical, 61–62; three approaches to, 51–53

Instructional effectiveness research statistics:
calculation of effect size for the two groups illustrated, 59; how to interpret, 57–59; means and standard deviations from two lessons, 58; practical significance: effect size greater than .5, 58–59; statistical significance: probability less than .05, 58

Integration: cognitive process of, 35; methods for, 41–42

Interpretive graphics: animations used as, 83–84; description of, 72, 73
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Knowledge: methods for retrieval from and transfer to long-term memory, 42–44; as thinking skills competency, 346

Knowledge construction: cognitive theory of multimedia learning for, 35; e-lessons guiding transformation from working memory to long-term memory and, 39–44; implications for designing instructional programs, 35; learning metaphor of, 33, 34; three principles of, 35–36

L

Language: formal approach that omits the agent and uses more formal, 181; formal vs. informal lesson introductions compared in research study, 183; informal approach using agent and conversational, 180; passive voice leading to a more formal tone and language, 182; personalization principle on using conversational, 182–187; promoting personalization through polite speech, 187–189; use of second personal and informal language leads to conversational tone and, 183

Learner-centered approach: cognitive theory of multimedia learning, 35; to using technology for learning, 31, 32

Learner control: asynchronous e-learning navigational techniques used for, 320–322; debate over learner instructional decisions and, 323–327; design dilemma and solution for, 318–319, 335–336; navigational features used for, 317, 318; over manipulation of a mechanical device, 325; principles to optimize learning, 327–335; program control versus, 319–323; three types of, 320; tradeoffs to, 322–323; what we don’t know about, 325; when to consider, 336

Learner control alternatives: advisement, 330; recommender systems, 330–331; shared control, 330

Learner control principles: 1: give experienced learners control, 327–328; 2: make important instructional events the default, 328–329; 3: consider alternative forms of learner control, 330–331; 4: give pacing control to all learners, 331–332; 5: offer navigational support in hypermedia environments, 332–335

Learner decisions: calibration accuracy and, 323; do learners chose instructional methods that lead to learning, 325–326; how does calibration affect learning, 323–324; overconfidence and, 324; psychological reasons for poor choices, 326–327

Learner differences, 23

Learners: better learning when visuals are explained only by audio, 138; Continue button allowing them to progress at their own rate, 207; e-courseware consideration of differences among, 23; English-as-a-second language, 143–144; how they often misjudge the value of graphics, 79–80; instructional decisions makes by, 323–327; multimedia principle working best for novice, 80–81; pretraining them on key concepts, 209–215; test scores for more complex problems with examples for novice, 246; use links sparingly in lessons for novice, 333. See also Engagement

Learning: change as the center of, 32–33; cognitive theory of multimedia, 35; with
136; coherence principle on extra material that can hurt, 151–174; computer games used for, 369–387; discovery, 19; e-course design consideration of how e-lessons affect, 39–44; face-to-face, 135; 14–15; gamification for, 17–18; graphics that support, 72–75; high- and low-complexity tasks and collaborative vs. solo, 303; how calibration affect, 323–324; instructional methods that result in, 13–14; PBL (problem-based learning), 353–361; process during e-courses, 29–45; technology role in process of, 31–32; what we don’t know about, 44; when behavioral engagement impedes, 224–226. See also Collaborative learning; Generative learning strategies Learning hours: percentage available in an instructor-led classroom and technology, 155; steadily increasing market share of digital, 14–15 Learning metaphors: information acquisition, 33, 34t–35; knowledge construction, 33, 34; response strengthening, 33, 34t Learning processes: cognitive load reduction techniques to facilitate, 38–39t, 43; selection of important information, 35; 36, 40, 41; 43; summary of, 43; transfer of information from working memory to long-term memory, 42–44. See also Cognitive processing Learning research: on benefits of explanatory feedback, 277–278; on benefits of practice, 270–271; on better learning from personalized narration, 186; on better learning when non-essential text is excluded, 158; on computer games, 369–370, 371; course design should be based on valid, 29; formal versus informal introductions comparisons, 185; how presence or absence of social cues affects learning, 184–185; on instructional effectiveness of evidence based practice, 51t–60; on learning is better when sounds and music are excluded, 171; memories studies on redundancy effects on, 138–139; on multimedia principle, 67; on pedagogical agents and impact on student learning, 192–195; practical versus theoretical evidence-based practice, 61; U.S. Army instruction delivery research (1947), 12. See also Multimedia research trends; Research Learning Science Through Computer Games and Simulations (Honey and Hilton), 371, 384 Learning styles hypothesis: lack of evidence for the, 135; as popular myth, 15 Learning to Think Spatially, 380 Learning transfer: design guidelines for far transfer worked examples, 256–259; far transfer (strategic) learning, 19t, 20, 256–259; 343–344, 397; near transfer (procedural) learning, 19t, 20, 343–345, 397; optimizing worked examples by supporting, 245, 256 Legend (graphic), 98 Lightning lessons: integrated text and graphics vs. separated text and graphics, 101; interesting but unrelated graphics added to, 163; on-screen text explanations used for, 122; screens with audio narration, 122; sequencing screens from, 204; static visual used to teach, 82. See also E-lessons (what to look for) Limited capacity principle: applied to multimedia learning, 35t, 36; description of, 35; managing limited cognitive resources during learning, 36–39t, 43; understanding how e-lessons affect learning under the, 39–44 Long-term memory: e-lessons guiding transformation from working memory to, 39–44; methods for retrieval from and transfer to, 42–43. See also Memory Low interest statements, 157

M McMaster’s University (Canada), 353–354 Mapping learning strategy, 222 Media comparison studies: on Cache 17 Game, 383–384; comparing game group and conventional group learning outcomes, 382–385; description of, 371t, 382; U.S. Army instruction delivery research (1947), 12 Memory: long-term, 39–44; research on the redundancy effect on learning and, 138–139; working, 35–37, 39–44. See also Long-term memory; Working memory
Meta-analysis of multimedia interactivity practice, 270
Metacognition, 344t, 346
Microsoft Word editing lesson, 204, 205fig
Mind at Play (Lofrus and Lofrus), 377
Mini-blogs, 298t
Mistakes: feedback on, 358; problem-focused instruction and freedom to make, 357
Mitosis lesson graphics, 166fig
Modality principle: applied to practice interactions, 285–286; balancing visual and auditory content with narration and graphics, 120fig; Design-A-Plant Game, 376fig; design dilemma and solution using the, 114–115fig, 128; evidence supporting the, 113, 121–126; limitations to the, 117–118fig; optimizing benefits of worked examples by using the, 254fig–255; overloading visual channel with presentation of text and graphics, 120fig; practice directions provided in on-screen text n virtual session, 118fig; on presenting words as speech and not as on-screen text, 115–117fig; psychological advantage of the, 114; psychological reasons for the, 119–120fig; what we don’t know about, 127; when to apply the, 126–127
Multimedia Learning Second Edition (Mayer), 67
Multimedia lessons: cognitive theory of learning applied to, 35fig–36; e-learning ability to present, 16; three important cognitive processes taking place during, 35fig, 36. See also E-learning
Multimedia principles: applying to practice, 285–287; coherence principle, 151–174, 286; contiguity principles, 89–109, 255, 286; description of the, 78–79; design dilemma scenario on, 68fig–69, 85; embodiment principle, 189–198; evidence for using words and pictures, 77fig–80; how visual make a difference in learning, 69; illustrate worked examples with relevant visuals, 253fig–254; on including words and graphics to convey information, 70fig–74; modality principle, 113–128, 254fig–255, 285–286, 376fig; optimizing worked examples by using the, 245, 252–256; personalization principle, 179–189, 197–198, 377; pretraining principle, 209fig–216, 375–376; psychological reasons for the, 76; redundancy principle, 131–146fig, 254fig–255, 285–286; research findings on the benefits of, 67; segmenting principle, 202fig–208, 211fig, 214–216, 255–256; ways to use graphics to promote learning, 74fig–75fig; what we don’t know about using visuals, 84; when to change static illustrations into animations, 81–84; why it works best for novice learners, 80–81. See also E-course design
Multimedia research trends: increased emphasis on metacognitive aspects of e-learning as, 415; increased emphasis on motivational aspects of e-learning as, 415; increased focus on efficiency of e-learning as, 415–416; increased transfer of research-based guidelines into practice as, 416–417; longer experimental treatments with measures of delayed learning as, 414; more productive research questions as, 413–414; more research conducted in authentic environments as, 414–415. See also Learning research
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